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SPECIFIC HEAT OF YFe3(BO3)4, Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4,AND GdFe3(BO3)4A. N. Vasiliev a*, E. A. Popova a, L. N. Bezmaternykh b, V. L. Temerov b, Z. Hiroi aLow Temperature Physis Department, Mosow State University119992, Mosow, RussiabKirensky Institute of Physis, Siberian Branh of Russian Aademy of Sienes660036, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaInstitute for Solid State Physis, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba277-8581, JapanSubmitted 14 July 2005The spei� heat was measured in the range 0:4�300 K in YFe3(BO3)4, Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, and GdFe3(BO3)4single rystals. Sharp anomalies were found at temperatures of �rst-order strutural, seond-order antiferro-magneti, and �rst-order spin-reorientational transitions. The Neel temperature of about 37 K was found to bevirtually independent of presene of rare-earth ions, indiating rather weak oupling of Gd and Fe subsystems.The ontribution of the magneti system to spei� heat was separated through the saling proedure allowingdetermination of the magneti entropy of Fe and Gd subsystems. At the lowest temperatures, the spei� heatin GdFe3(BO3)4 exhibits a Shottky-type anomaly, whih is due to Gd3+ eight-fold degenerate ground levelsplitting by the internal magneti �eld of the Fe subsystem of about 7 T.PACS: 75.40.CxThe borates with the general formula RM3(BO3)4,where R stands for a rare earth or yttrium and M = Al,Ga, S, Cr, Fe, have attrated a onsiderable attentionreently beause of their good luminesent and nonlin-ear optial properties ombined with exellent physi-al parameters and hemial stability. The rystals ofYAl3(BO3)4 and GdAl3(BO3)4 doped with Nd are usedfor self-frequeny doubling and self-frequeny summinglasers [1℄. The rystals of NdAl3(BO3)4 are e�ientmedia for minilasers [2℄. In the ase of borates withmagneti M = Cr, Fe ions, the appliations for Faradaydevies are disussed. The rystals of GdFe3(BO3)4have multiferroi features, whih presume the oexis-tene of elasti, magneti, and ferroeletri order pa-rameters [3℄. Most learly, the oupling of these param-eters was observed in the viinity of spin-reorientationaltransition at low temperatures [4, 5℄.The rystal struture of RFe3(BO3)4 belongs to thetrigonal system of the CaMg3(CO3)4 type, the ell unitontains three formula units [6℄. In rare-earth ferro-*E-mail: vasil�mig.phys.msu.ru

borates, three kinds of oordinations with oxygen arepresent: RO6 trigonal prisms, FeO6 otahedra, and twotypes of triangular BO3 groups. The FeO6 otahedrashare edges suh that they form helioidal hains thatrun parallel to the  axis and are mutually independent.The RO6 are isolated polyhedra, eah of them onnetsthree helioidal FeO6 hains. Both BO3 triangles andRO6 trigonal prisms onnet three FeO6 hains.The strutural and magneti properties of rare-earth ferroborates have beome the subjet of numer-ous studies [4; 5; 7�10℄. In partiular, the heat apaityof RFe3(BO3)4 (R = Y, La�Nd, Sm�Ho) pellet sam-ples was measured in [7℄. At low temperature, theFe subsystem in RFe3(BO3)4 is antiferromagnetiallyordered, while the rare-earth subsystem remains dis-ordered. At high temperature, strutural phase tran-sitions our in RFe3(BO3)4 ompounds with R = Y,Eu-Ho. While the temperatures of the strutural phasetransition in GdFe3(BO3)4 (� 156 K) and YFe3(BO3)4(� 445 K) di�er signi�antly, their antiferromagnetiphase transition temperatures oinide (� 37 K). TheGdFe3(BO3)4 ompound has a unique feature that dis-299
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependenes of the spei� heat inYFe3(BO3)4, Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, and GdFe3(BO3)4.The individual urves are shifted with respet to eahother by 75 J/mol K. The lattie ontribution Clat inYFe3(BO3)4 is shown by the solid linetinguishes it from any other rare-earth ferroborate. At9 K, it experienes a spin-reorientational transition, theFe moments being oriented in the ab plane above thistemperature and aligned with the  axis below this tem-perature [8℄.In the present work, we report on spei� heat inYFe3(BO3)4, Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4 and GdFe3(BO3)4single rystals. While the C vs. T dependenein YFe3(BO3)4 pratially reprodues that mea-sured in Ref. [7℄, the C vs. T dependenes inY0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4 and GdFe3(BO3)4 show newimportant features missed in previous studies.Single rystals of YFe3(BO3)4, Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4and GdFe3(BO3)4 were grown using a Bi2Mo3O12-based �ux [9℄. The seeds were obtained by sponta-neous nuleation from the same �ux. Transparent sin-gle rystals of these ferroborates were green in olorand had good optial quality. The spei� heat in therange 5�300 K was measured by �Termis� relaxation-type miroalorimeter. At lowest temperatures, thespei� heat measurements were performed using a re-laxation tehnique by a ommerial heat apaity mea-suring system PPMS �Quantum Design�. In the rangeof overlap, the results obtained by two tehniques o-inide within resolution limits.The temperature dependenes of spei� heatC(T ) in YFe3(BO3)4, Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, andGdFe3(BO3)4 are shown in Fig. 1. Sharp singu-larities at 156 K in GdFe3(BO3)4 and at 234 K inY0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4 indiate �rst-order phase tran-sitions. The �-type peaks at 37 K seen in everysample orrespond to a seond-order phase transition.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependenes of the magneti spe-i� heat Cmag in YFe3(BO3)4, Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4,and GdFe3(BO3)4Besides these two anomalies, a very narrow peakmanifesting a �rst-order phase transition at 9 K andShottky-type anomaly at lower temperature are seenin the GdFe3(BO3)4 ompound.The �-type singularity at 37 K in the C(T ) depen-dene in YFe3(BO3)4 orresponds to antiferromagnetiordering of the iron subsystem. The magneti mea-surements [9℄ have shown that at high temperatures,the magneti suseptibility of YFe3(BO3)4 obeys theCurie �Weiss law with the e�etive magneti momentorresponding to the spin s = 5=2 of Fe3+ ions. As-suming that the total magneti entropy of the iron sub-system Smag = 3R ln(2s + 1) = 44:7 J/mol K (whereR = 8:31 J/mol K is the gas onstant) is released at an-tiferromagneti ordering, the lattie ontribution to theoverall spei� heat is �tted by the sum of the Debyefuntion (dominating at low temperatures) and fourEinstein funtions. This �t is shown by the solid linein Fig. 1.Subtration of the lattie ontribution Clat from theoverall spei� heat in YFe3(BO3)4 has allowed deter-mining the temperature dependene of the magnetispei� heat Cmag , shown in Fig. 2. The temperaturedependene of the magneti entropy in YFe3(BO3)4,Smag = TZ0 CmagT dT;is shown in Fig. 3. It saturates well above the Neeltemperature, indiating that a signi�ant part of themagneti entropy is released through short-range mag-neti orrelations in FeO6 hains.In Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, a singularity at 234 K inthe C(T ) dependene orresponds assumingly to a300
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependenes of the magnetientropy in YFe3(BO3)4, Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, andGdFe3(BO3)4strutural phase transition. This assumption is basedon the fat that the temperature of this transition isloated between the temperatures of strutural phasetransitions in YFe3(BO3)4 (445 K) and GdFe3(BO3)4(156 K). Compared with a sharp anomaly at the stru-tural phase transition in GdFe3(BO3)4, the singularityin Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4 is broadened due to stohas-ti distribution of yttrium and gadolinium ions in thestruture. These ions have slightly di�erent radii,whih leads to loal distortions of the rystal lattie.To subtrat Cmag from the overall spei�heat in GdFe3(BO3)4 and Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4,it is neessary to estimate the lattie ontribu-tion Clat orretly. In the paramagneti state,just this ontribution represents the overall spe-i� heat. To estimate Clat in GdFe3(BO3)4 andY0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, the lattie ontribution de-�ned in YFe3(BO3)4 an be used through a speialsaling proedure. This proedure is based on theassumption that the lattie part of the heat apaityof isostrutural ompounds an be expressed by aommon funtion whose argument is T=�, where� is the Debye temperature. For two ompounds,1 and 2, it follows that C1(T1=�1) = C2(T2=�2),and therefore T1=T2 = �1=�2 = r. Beause thephonon spetra of isostrutural ompounds are notstritly idential, the ratio r is not a onstant butslightly depends on temperature. For example,in ase of CdFe3(BO3)4 the saling parameter isr = 1:0525 � 5:1786 � 10�4T + 2:5324 � 10�6T 2, mea-ning that the Debye temperature in CdFe3(BO3)4 isapproximately 5% lower than that in YFe3(BO3)4.The saling proedure employed puts into orrespon-dene the temperatures where the spei� heat of
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependenes of the magneti spe-i� heat in GdFe3(BO3)4. The solid line representsthe Shottky-type ontribution to the spei� heatGdFe3(BO3)4 or Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4 equals Clat inYFe3(BO3)4. Therefore, the temperature dependeneof Clat in YFe3(BO3)4 as a funtion of (rT ) rep-resents the lattie ontribution of GdFe3(BO3)4 orY0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4.The temperature dependenes of the magnetiontribution Cmag and magneti entropy Smag inGdFe3(BO3)4 and Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4 are shownin Figs. 2 and 3. In GdFe3(BO3)4, Smag saturatesat 62 J/mol K, in orrespondene with the mag-neti entropy released in both iron (44.7 J/molK) and gadolinium (17.2 J/mol K) subsystemsSmag = SGd+SFe = R ln(2�7=2+1)+3R ln(2�5=2+1).In Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, Smag saturates at 53 J/molK due to redution of the entropy released inthe rare-earth subsystem, in this ase SGd == 0:5R ln(2� 7=2+1) = 8:6 J/mol K. The observationof exessive magneti entropy in Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4as ompared with that in YFe3(BO3)4 does not signalthe ordering in the rare-earth subsystem, however.The fat that the Neel temperature in YFe3(BO3)4,Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, and GdFe3(BO3)4 is insensi-tive to the substitution of nonmagneti yttrium forgadolinium indiates that the Gd�O�Fe superexhangeis not important for the formation of the Neel order.Instead, the Gd subsystem beomes fully polarized bythe magnetially ordered Fe subsystem.In addition to the strutural phase transition at156 K and antiferromagneti phase transition at 37 K,a very sharp peak at 9 K is seen in GdFe3(BO3)4. Themagneti part of the spei� heat in this ompound isshown in Fig. 4. This peak orresponds to spin reori-entation in the iron subsystem, whih is on�rmed bymagnetization measurements [8, 10℄.301



A. N. Vasiliev, E. A. Popova, L. N. Bezmaternykh et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 2, 2006At lowest temperatures, the C(T ) urve inGdFe3(BO3)4 exhibits a Shottky-type anomaly,whih an be attributed to splitting of eight-fold de-generate levels of Gd3+ in an internal magneti �eld ofthe iron subsystem. This Zeeman splitting amounts toapproximately 10 K, whih orresponds to the internalmagneti �eld about 7 T. The temperature dependeneof spei� heat due to the Shottky anomaly is shownin Fig. 4 by the solid line.In summary, we studied the spei� heat ina series of isostrutural ompounds YFe3(BO3)4,Y0:5Gd0:5Fe3(BO3)4, and GdFe3(BO3)4, whih di�erby the ontent of rare-earth elements. The magnetientropy released at this ordering ontains parts re-lated to the iron and gadolinium subsystems. Therespetive ontributions di�er, however, in a sensethat the exhange-oupled Fe3+ subsystem beomesordered, while that of fully polarized Gd3+ remainsparamagneti. The in�uene of the gadolinium sub-system on physial properties of these ferroboratesis seen in a drasti redution of the strutural phasetransition temperature in substituting Y for Gd. InGdFe3(BO3)4 another unique feature is observed at9 K, a spin reorientation in Fe subsystem. At lowtemperatures, the Shottky-type anomaly in spei�heat has allowed estimating the internal magneti �eldin GdFe3(BO3)4.This work was supported by the Russian Founda-tion for Basi Researh, Grants 03-02-16108 and 03-02-16286. We would like to thank N. P. Kolmakova foruseful disussion.
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